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MEMORANDUM OF ARGUMENT 
 

PART I – STATEMENT OF FACTS 
1. Overview 

[1] The Alberta Court of Appeal’s decision in this matter was straight forward and fact 

driven. At trial, the Crown failed to lead any evidence that the Respondent had committed the 

offence of possession of child pornography and invited the trial judge to convict based on a 

misstatement of the law on circumstantial evidence. The trial judge did so and as a result, the 

Alberta Court of Appeal set the Respondent’s conviction aside and entered an acquittal.  

[2]  The Crown Applicant (“the Crown”) now seeks leave to this Court based upon an 

inflammatory and inaccurate misreading of the Alberta Court of Appeal’s decision. In its leave 

application, the Crown alleges that because of this decision, the offence of possessing digital 

child pornography is “literally unprovable”1 and complains that the Court’s judgement contains a 

“checklist for proving digital child pornography possession that is unique to Alberta.”2 The 

Crown argues there is now “inconsistency in the law” on circumstantial evidence and “the 

Crown would have no way to begin prosecuting possession of child pornography on 

computers.”3 The Crown also argues that should leave not be granted on the substantive matters, 

the Respondent “deserves to be heard on his unresolved grounds of appeal” and has selected one 

of those grounds it believes to be of national importance (the general warrant versus search 

warrant issue).  

[3] The Respondent submits there is no merit to the Crown’s leave application. The appellate 

Court’s decision was founded on uncontroversial and well-settled principles of criminal law and 

ought not be disturbed. The Alberta Court of Appeal properly corrected an error of law and 

disposed of the appeal appropriately in light of the woeful lack of evidence before the trial judge. 

The Court did not create a mandatory “checklist” for proving child pornography cases. It simply 

highlighted all of the deficiencies in the Crown’s case and reminded the Crown of its burden of 

proof when it chooses to rely on circumstantial evidence. The decision did not create any 

                                                
1 Her Majesty the Queen (Applicant), Memorandum of Argument [“Crown’s MOA”] at p 87, para 3, Applicant’s 
Application for Leave to Appeal [Crown’s Leave App] at Tab D. 
2 Ibid at p 95, para 26. 
3 Ibid at para 26. 
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“inconsistency” in the law of circumstantial evidence or change the law on unreasonable verdict. 

This case stands for the simple proposition that the defence need not prove any facts in order for 

the evidence to give rise to a reasonable inference of innocence. As the Crown acknowledges,4 

this issue was definitively dealt with by this Court in Khela.5 It has also been recently addressed 

by the British Colombia and Ontario Courts of Appeal in a manner consistent with Khela.6 

[4] With respect to the question of which warrant is appropriate, this issue is not properly 

before this Court and it appears the Crown is trying to create an question in the law where none 

exists. For the reasons that follow, the Respondent submits this issue is not of any public 

importance and it would not be appropriate for this Court to consider it (or remand it back to the 

court below). 

2. Summary of the Facts 

[5] In December of 2009, the Respondent’s Macbook Pro laptop computer was taken to a 

computer repair shop for servicing. While working on the computer, the repair technician 

observed a picture and a video he believed to be child pornography and contacted the police. The 

police seized the computer and 36 items of child pornography were found. The trial judge 

summarized the evidence relevant to the offence of possession as follows: 

a) two people with whom the accused lives did not download child pornography 
to the Computer; 

b) the child pornography was in the iTunes "Music" folder, which is accessible to 
the Computer's user; 

c) the Computer belongs to the accused; 

d) the Computer was used "almost daily" from July 1, 2007, to November 29, 
2009; 

e) the user name that was established on the same day that Limewire was 
installed is "oswaldvillaroman"; 

f) the Computer was left at the MyMac on December 2, 2009, and the accused's 
name and home address are shown on the Service Repair Order; and  

g) the specific problems that the Computer was suffering are listed under 
"Problem Description" on the Service Repair Order and specifically refers to 

                                                
4 Crown’s MOA, at p 98, para 41. 
5 R v Khela, [2009] SCJ No 4, 2009 SCC 4 [Khela]. 
6 R v Bui, 2014 ONCA 614 at paras 24-32, [2014] OJ No 4003 [Bui], R v Pryce (appeal by Defaveri), 2014 BCCA 
370 at para 11, [2014] BCJ No 2456 [Pryce]. 
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the fact that the "client reports" the problems.7 

i) Arguments at Trial 

[6] At trial, the Respondent advanced a number of Charter motions in relation to the search 

and seizure of the computer and argued that the substantive offences had not been proven beyond 

a reasonable doubt.  

[7] With respect to the offence of possession, the Crown acknowledged that its case was 

entirely circumstantial but noted that the Respondent was the owner of the computer and that the 

computer had only one user account. In argument, Crown counsel reviewed the forensic 

evidence and then stressed that there was not “one iota” of evidence the computer had been used 

by anyone else. The Crown argued that to infer someone else used the computer would be pure 

speculation and would be in error.8 

ii) Trial Judge’s Findings 

[8] In his reasons, the trial judge essentially adopted the Crown’s position. In the section of 

the judgment entitled “Direct versus Circumstantial Evidence” the trial judge framed the 

question before him as follows:  

The Crown's counsel and the accused spent a great deal of time arguing about 
the inferences that this Court may or may not draw from the evidence that 
Mr. Sopczak and Mr. LaFontaine provided. Essentially, the arguments may 
be boiled down to the simple question of whether the totality of the 
evidence that the Crown has presented to this Court supports an 
inference that the accused committed the offences with which the Crown 
has charged him. Of course, the inferences that this Court draws from the 
evidence must satisfy it beyond a reasonable doubt that the accused 
committed the offences with which the Crown has charged him, based on the 
Supreme Court of Canada's exhortation in R. v. Lifcus, [1997] 3 SCR 320.9 
[Emphasis added.] 

[9] The trial judge went on to state he could not “rely on speculation to support any 

inferences [he] might draw”10 and defined speculation as the process of “forming a theory or 

                                                
7 R v Villaroman, 2013 ABQB 279 [Trial Reasons] at para 82 [Crown’s Leave App, Tab C, p 76]. 
8 Final Submissions by Ms. Reese in the Court of Queen's Bench of Alberta, March 27, 2013, Excerpt of Final 
Submissions by Ms. Reese, Respondent’s Materials, Tab 2, p 20, lines 9-16.   
9 Trial Reasons at para 43 [Crown’s Leave App, Tab C, p 69]. 
10 Ibid at para 45. 
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conjecture without a factual basis.”11 He concluded: 

[T]he Crown cannot ask this Court to rely on suppositions or conjecture to 
draw inferences that the accused committed the offences with which it has 
charged him. Similarly, the accused cannot ask this Court to rely on 
supposition or conjecture, that flows from a purely hypothetical 
narrative to conclude that the Crown has not proven he is guilty of the 
offences with which the Crown has charged him.12 [Emphasis added.] 

The Court summarized the evidence relevant to possession (as outlined above) and then made the 

following finding of guilt:  

This evidence, along with the testimony that Mr. LaFontaine and Mr. 
Sopczak provided are sufficient to bridge the inferential gap and support 
the inferences that the Crown has asked this Court to draw. 
Accordingly, this Court finds beyond a reasonable doubt that it was the 
accused who was the Computer's user when the child pornography was 
downloaded to the Computer. Most importantly, it finds beyond a reasonable 
doubt that the accused was aware that the child pornography resided on the 
Computer.13 [Emphasis added.] 

iii) Issues on Appeal 

[10] The Respondent advanced three grounds at the Alberta Court of Appeal; two were in 

relation to his Charter motions and the third was that the trial judge had erred in finding that the 

offence of possession had been proven beyond a reasonable doubt. The Respondent argued that 

the trial judge had failed to appreciate the onus placed on the Crown in a circumstantial case and 

that convicting him in the absence of any evidence (other than ownership) was a clear error. 

iv) The Alberta Court of Appeal’s Decision 

[11] The Alberta Court of Appeal’s judgement focussed entirely on the issue of possession. 

The Court considered whether (assuming all of the evidence was admissible) the Crown had 

proven the offence beyond a reasonable doubt.14 The Court reviewed the law on circumstantial 

evidence and concluded that the trial judge had misstated the law on the issue.15 In order to 

determine the proper disposition of the Appeal, the Court went on to review the evidence and 

consider whether the verdict was unreasonable. The Court noted all of the questions left 

                                                
11 Ibid at para 46. 
12 Ibid at para 47 [Crown’s Leave App, Tab C, p 70]. 
13 Ibid at para 85 [Crown’s Leave App, Tab C, p 77]. 
14 R v Villaroman, 2014 ABCA 104 [ABCA Reasons] at para 4 [Crown’s Leave App, Tab C, p 80]. 
15 Ibid at para 20, [Crown’s Leave App, Tab C, p 82]. 
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unanswered in the case and concluded that based on the “skimpy” evidence before it, no jury 

could convict. As a result, the Respondent was acquitted. 

PART II – STATEMENT OF THE QUESTIONS IN ISSUE 
 
The Crown advances the following questions: 
 

1. Where the Crown’s evidence is circumstantial, does the rule in Hodge’s Case mandate an 
acquittal where there is an innocent possibility not based in any actual evidence? Put 
another way, must the Crown disprove all innocent possibilities, whether or not there is 
any evidence to support them? 

 
2. Before a case of possession of child pornography can go to a trier of fact, must the Crown 

prove, beyond any hypothetical possibility, that the accused had exclusive access to the 
computer throughout the period over which the pornography was downloaded? 

 
3. What is the proper form of warrant to authorize the examination of data in a computer 

that is already in the lawful possession of the police – a general warrant or a search 
warrant? 

 
PART III – STATEMENT OF ARGUMENT 
 
[12] In their leave application, the Crown makes two main claims. The first is that the Alberta 

Court of Appeal’s decision has created a new “standard of proof” for computer-based child 

pornography cases. The second is that the Alberta Court of Appeal has created an evidentiary 

“checklist” which must be satisfied before an accused could be convicted. The Crown argues that 

as a result of these developments, proving such cases is now all but impossible. 

[13] The Respondent submits that the Crown’s concerns regarding their continued ability to 

prosecute digital child pornography cases are unwarranted. The Alberta Court of Appeal did not 

create a new standard of proof or implement a mandatory checklist. The Court simply reviewed 

the principles of law relevant to circumstantial evidence and applied them in a manner that is 

consistent with established Supreme Court jurisprudence and the presumption of innocence. 

1. The Law of Circumstantial Evidence 

[14] The principles of law relevant to a circumstantial case are straightforward, 

uncontroversial and can be found in well-known Supreme Court cases. Some of the principles 

relevant to this case are as follows: 
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• Guilt Must be the Only Rational Inference (R v Griffin) - the trial judge 
must be satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt that the only rational inference 
that can be drawn from the circumstantial evidence is that the accused is 
guilty.16 

• Exclusive opportunity (R v Yebes)  - where the evidence against an accused 
is primarily evidence of opportunity, the Crown will be required to 
demonstrate that the accused had exclusive opportunity to commit the offence 
to sustain a conviction.17 

• Reasonable Doubt Can Arise from an Evidentiary Gap (R v Lifchus) - 
Reasonable doubt must be based on reason and common sense and can arise 
as a result of the evidence or a lack of evidence.18 

• Accused Need Not “Prove” Facts for an Inference of Innocence (R v 
Khela) – the defence need not prove certain facts in order for the jury to draw 
an inference of innocence from them.19 

i) The Court of Appeal’s View of the Law 

[15] In their decision, the Alberta Court of Appeal began by confirming that for the Crown to 

obtain a conviction in circumstantial cases, the guilt of the accused must be the only reasonable 

inference available on the evidence.20 The Court then noted that the trial judge and the Crown 

were both of the view that in order for the accused to take advantage of a reasonable inference 

tending towards innocence, there needed to be positive evidence of the same.21 

[16] The Court of Appeal rejected the Crown’s position based on a clear recitation of the 

burden of proof and the Supreme Court’s test in Lifchus. With respect to the burden of proof, the 

Alberta Court of Appeal stated: 

The Crown has the onus of proof on virtually all topics in a criminal case, 
and the defence need not prove anything. More seriously, any reasonable 
doubt works in favor of the defence, not the Crown.22 

The Court went on to explain why the view of the law suggested by the Crown and trial judge 

was inconsistent with proof beyond a reasonable doubt (and thus the presumption of innocence); 

the Court wrote as follows: 
                                                

16 R v Griffin, 2009 SCC 28, [2009] SCJ No 28 at para 33.  
17 R v Yebes, [1987] 2 SCR 168, [1987] SCJ No 51 at para 26. 
18 R v Lifchus, [1997] 3 SCR 320, [1997] SCJ No 77 at para 30. 
19 Khela, supra note 5. 
20 ABCA Reasons at para 10 [Crown’s Leave App, Tab C, p 81].  
21 Ibid at para 11. 
22 Ibid at para 14. 
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We have trouble seeing that circumstantial evidence could prove guilt where 
it leaves a reasonable (not remote) possibility that the event occurred in a 
way not involving the accused. A jury cannot act on an unreasonable 
inference. It is not necessary that there be actual evidence of that innocent 
possibility; the onus is on the Crown to disprove it. The well-known Lifchus 
test confirms that. The trier of fact must find no evidence, and no gap in the 
evidence, which raises a reasonable doubt. Such gaps include a gap in the 
evidential support for an inference needed to prove an element of the offence. 
That is, of course, a factual question for the trier of fact.23 

[17] The Respondent submits that when the Court of Appeal’s decision is read as a whole and 

considered in light of the relevant Supreme Court jurisprudence, it is clear the Crown’s 

interpretation of the judgment is unfounded. The Crown argues: 

In the lower court’s formulation, the Crown must disprove all innocent 
possibilities until ‘no gaps’ remain, and the trier of fact may act without 
‘actual evidence.’ This gives the trier of fact permission to speculate, creating 
a fundamental inconsistency between circumstantial cases and cases with 
some direct evidence.24  

With respect, this decision does no such thing. In the Crown’s leave application, the Crown cites 

this Court’s decision in Khela and acknowledges that requiring “proven facts” before an 

inference of innocence may be drawn is a patent legal error.25 This is the error the trial judge 

committed. The Crown goes on to urge an approach that focuses on “evidence and reasonable 

doubt but not proven fact.”26 This is the approach the Alberta Court of Appeal takes. The Court 

explicitly dealt with speculation and discussed the difference between conjecture and inferences. 

The Court was careful to note that a doubt will only have effect where it is a reasonable doubt 

and explained the issue is more nuanced than the presence or absence of some evidence; it 

involves the likelihood or unlikelihood of a proposed inference.27  

[18] There is nothing novel in the Court’s assessment and this case does not change or 

develop the law in any way whatsoever. The Supreme Court definitively dealt with this issue in 

Khela in 2009. The British Columbia Court of Appeal, the Ontario Court of Appeal and now the 

Alberta Court of Appeal have all addressed the issue and followed the Khela approach. The 

Respondent submits the leave to appeal should be dismissed. 
                                                

23 Ibid at para 19 [Crown’s Leave App, Tab C, p 82]. 
24 Crown’s MOA at para 45 [Crown’s Leave App, Tab D, p 99]. 
25 Ibid at para 41 [Crown’s Leave App, Tab D, p 98]. 
26 Ibid at para 43 [Crown’s Leave App, Tab D, p 99]. 
27 ABCA Reasons at paras 15-17 [Crown’s Leave App, Tab C, pp 81-82. 
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2. Proving Digital Possession of Child Pornography 

[19] Having decided the trial judge erred in his statement of the law on circumstantial 

evidence, the Alberta Court of Appeal went on to consider the facts to determine the proper 

disposition of the appeal. The Court reviewed the evidence and noted the various questions that 

remained unanswered (purportedly creating the Crown’s “checklist”). Having highlighted the 

highly problematic nature of the Crown’s case, the Court concluded no jury could possibly 

convict on such “skimpy” evidence and entered an acquittal. 

[20] In its statement of the questions in issue, the Crown asks, “must the Crown prove, beyond 

any hypothetical possibility, that the accused had exclusive access to the computer throughout 

the period over which the pornography was downloaded?” In argument, the Crown claims that 

the effect of the Alberta Court of Appeal’s decision in this case is to require them to “disprove all 

possibility of access to the computer by anyone other than the accused” and argues that the 

immediate implication of the judgment is that possession of digital child pornography is 

“literally unprovable.”28 According to the Crown, the 

message is that in a case of possession by computer, the Crown must 
negative all possibility of access to the computer by anyone other than the 
accused before a trier of fact can even hear the case. The Court set out a long 
a specific checklist, for disproof, and thereby set a standard that is literally 
unattainable. [Emphasis in the original.]29 

[21] In addition to legal argument, the Crown has filed an affidavit from the trial Crown in 

this matter outlining why she disagrees with the Court of Appeal’s judgment. In her view, the 

Alberta Court of Appeal found the Respondent’s conviction to be unreasonable because “the 

Crown had not disproved every possibility ‘that the event occurred in a way not involving the 

accused.’”30 She criticizes the Court for setting a standard that is “literally unattainable” and 

claims that absent an “amazingly detailed confession” or catching the offender in the act, there is 

virtually no hope of proving a digital child pornography case.31 Finally, the trial Crown states 

that in her opinion, if the decision were allowed to stand, the impact on prosecuting child 

                                                
28 Crown’s MOA at paras 2-3 [Crown’s Leave App, Tab D, p 87]. 
29 Ibid at para 30 [Crown’s Leave App, Tab D, p 85]. 
30 Affidavit of Jennifer Reece at para 10, [Crown’s Leave App, Tab B, p 6]. 
31 Ibid at para 12 [Crown’s Leave App, Tab B, pp 6-7]. 
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pornography and computer crimes in Alberta “would be devastating.”32 

[22] The Respondent submits that the Applicant has grossly misinterpreted and overstated the 

impact of the Court of Appeal’s decision. The Court did not create a mandatory checklist for 

proving digital child pornography cases or create a new requirement of establishing who had 

“theoretical access” to a computer for “every minute of its existence.”33 The Court simply 

highlighted the numerous deficiencies in the Crown’s case and affirmed the basic principle that 

in order to prove the elements of possession, the Crown must lead evidence over and above 

ownership or even physical possession of the computer. In order to prove possession, the Crown 

must prove knowledge and control of the images that were found within the vast repository of 

the laptop computer. Further, in a case where the Crown does not lead any direct evidence, guilt 

must be the only reasonable inference arising from the circumstantial evidence. In a legal system 

founded upon the presumption of innocence, the Crown is not entitled to make a criminal 

allegation, tender virtually no evidence of the same and then argue that since there was no 

evidence to the contrary, the accused must be guilty. This approach offends both the presumption 

of innocence and the concept of proof beyond a reasonable doubt. 

i) Proving Possession is Not Impossible 

[23]  It was and remains open to the Crown to prove the essential elements of possession in a 

number of ways. The case law in this area demonstrates that circumstantial cases of possession 

of child pornography can be proven using a combination of computer forensic analysis and 

traditional police work.  

[24] For example, in R v Donnelley,34 the accused faced a number of charges including 

possession of child pornography found on two computers and a laptop. The Crown led direct 

evidence of prior use of the computers from the accused’s former common law spouse and his 

cousin (with whom he resided).35 The direct evidence included how often the accused used the 

computers, the types of activates he used them for and the types of materials he viewed and 

stored. The Crown also led evidence gathered via forensic analysis. In addition to the particulars 

regarding the child pornography files at issue, the forensic evidence included detailed evidence 
                                                

32 Ibid at paras 12-13 [Crown’s Leave App, Tab B, p 6-7]. 
33 Crown’s MOA at para 31 [Crown’s Leave App, Tab D, p 96]. 
34 R v Donnelly, [2010] BCJ No 1813, 2010 BCSC 1294. 
35 Ibid at para 23. 
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about the use of the computers that implicated the accused. For example: 

• The user profile used in the “Window’s Live Messenger” program contained 
the accused’s photo and personal information; 

• There were numerous photos of the accused and his family on one of the 
computers; 

• The photo used for his Window’s Live Messenger profile was the same as one 
found on one of the computers with the file name “me.” 

• Other images and files related to the accused’s hobbies were located in files 
bearing his name (which was Ryan); 

• A file with a name consistent with child pornography was viewed a short time 
before the accused’s Windows Live Messenger program was used for a chat 
conversation; 

• Some of the pornography downloads were done and child pornography files 
were viewed at the same time as someone logged into the accused’s email 
address and used his Windows Live Messenger to chat. 

• Two downloads of the videos of child pornography were started shortly before 
a chat on the Facebook messenger program using the accused’s account. 
During the chat session, the person using the accused’s account typed, “Ryan’s 
in need” and 35 seconds later one of the videos of child pornography was 
played. 8 further videos were subsequently viewed and the accused’s email and 
messenger accounts were active.36 

This case provides an example of the types of evidence the Crown might lead to found a 

reasonable inference that a particular individual was using a computer during relevant times.  

[25] Similarly, in R v Ballendine,37  the accused was convicted based on circumstantial 

evidence of possession of child pornography. The manager of his apartment building gave 

evidence that he was the only one renting his unit. The police searched his apartment and seized 

his computer and a number of other items. Upon forensic examination of the electronics, the 

police found videos of child pornography. In addition to evidence about the technical nature of 

the hardware and the videos, the Crown led evidence in relation to the accused’s email account, 

pay pal account, contacts and photos on the computer. The Crown also led evidence about the 

computer’s past internet history which showed several websites with names indicative of child 

pornography. The forensic analyst was also able to determine some of the search terms and titles 

used to access the websites that were viewed and search for materials downloaded from 

                                                
36 Ibid at paras 42-106. 
37 R v Ballendine, [2009] BCJ No 2900, 2009 BCSC 1938 [Ballendine]. 
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Limewire. Many of the search terms were related to child pornography and others were related to 

the accused’s occupation. The accused testified and offered explanations for the pornography 

involving accidental downloads, hackers or an ex-girlfriend placing the material on his computer. 

His evidence was rejected as speculative and unconvincing and he was convicted. 

ii) The Evidence in this Case 

[26] The reason the Respondent was acquitted by the Alberta Court of Appeal was that the 

Crown failed to lead any forensic or traditional evidence linking the Respondent to the use of the 

computer. The Crown did not have any evidence to lead because the investigation was never 

done.  

[27] In her affidavit tendered with the leave application, the trial Crown acknowledged the 

types of forensic evidence the Crown is capable of leading. She explained that the police often 

obtain evidence of possession by analyzing other data on the computer (i.e. emails, chats, 

documents, photographs or “just about anything else”38). Curiously, the trial Crown’s affidavit is 

silent on the fact that no such investigation was done and no such evidence was led in this case. 

At trial, Mr. Lafontaine (the forensic analyst) testified that while he viewed picture and video 

files, he did not review any of the emails on the computer or the internet history.39 The Crown 

did not tender any evidence that might link the Respondent to the acquisition and viewing of the 

illicit materials. The only evidence regarding potential access to the computer was that it was not 

password protected.40  

[28] The police also failed to do any traditional investigatory work. The primary officer in this 

case was Cst. Morcom. He seized the computer from the repair shop and was responsible for 

doing any follow up investigation on the file. At trial, he testified that despite doing some 

computer searches in relation to the Respondent’s residence and learning the names of the 

registered owners, he never attempted to interview those people, never attended at the residence, 

never conducted surveillance at the residence, made no attempts to determine who had access to 

the computer and never discussed getting a search warrant for the residence. His sole focus was 

                                                
38 Affidavit of Jennifer Reece at para 8 [Crown’s Leave App, Tab B, p 6]. 
39 Evidence of Allen James LaFontaine in the Court of Queen’s Bench of Alberta, called by the Crown, May 14, 
2012, Excerpt of Cross-Examination by Mr. McKay at Respondent’s Materials, Tab 2, p 17.  
40 ABCA Reasons at para 23 [Crown’s Leave App, Tab C, p 82]. 
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the computer.41 At trial, the Crown did not call any witnesses who knew the Respondent or 

anyone who could give any information whatsoever about the Respondent or his use of the 

computer.  

iii) Conclusion on Possession 

[29] The Respondent submits that the Court of Appeal did not enter an acquittal because the 

Crown had failed to disprove “any hypothetical possibility” the Respondent did not commit the 

offence. They entered an acquittal because the Crown failed to prove its case. There was a 

glaring paucity of evidence that gave rise to an overwhelming reasonable doubt – an acquittal 

was the only possible disposition based on this evidence. The Alberta Court of Appeal’s decision 

is sound and did nothing more than give effect to the basic and uncontroversial principles of the 

presumption of innocence and proof beyond a reasonable doubt. 

3. The Search Warrant versus General Warrant Issue  

[30] The final issue proposed by the Crown in their leave application is whether the police 

should seek a section 487 search warrant or a section 487.01 general warrant when they wish to 

search a computer that they have seized.  

[31] At trial, the Respondent argued that the general warrant should not have issued in this 

case because the “no other provision” precondition was not satisfied. The trial judge agreed that 

the no “other precondition was not met” but still found the General warrant still could have 

issued.42 On Appeal, the Respondent argued (among other things) that the trial judge erred in 

finding the warrant could have issued when a statutory precondition was not satisfied.43 The 

Crown did not appeal the trial judge’s finding that a section 487 warrant could have issued and 

as a result, that issue was not before the Alberta Court of Appeal. The Respondent submits that 

this issue is not properly before this Court and should not be heard in isolation from the other 

Charter issues advanced at the Alberta Court of Appeal. This is not an issue of national 

importance and leave should not be granted. 

                                                
41 Evidence of Michael Morcom in the Court of Queen’s Bench of Alberta on May 14, 2012, called by the Crown, 
excerpt of cross-examination by Mr. McKay, at Respondent’s Materials, Tab 2, pp 15-16. 
42 R v Villaroman, 2012 ABQB 630 at para 113, [Crown’s Leave App, Tab C, p 35. 
43 Excerpt of Appellant’s Factum, filed in the Alberta Court of Appeal October 16, 2014, p 5 [Crown’s Leave App, 
Tab E, p 147]. 
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4. Conclusion 

[32] For all of the foregoing reasons, the Respondent respectfully submits leave to appeal 

should not be granted in this matter. 

 

PART IV – SUBMISSIONS CONCERNING COSTS  
 

[33] The Respondent makes no submissions regarding costs.  

 

PART V – ORDER SOUGHT 
 

[34] It is respectfully submitted that the application for leave to appeal be dismissed. 

 

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED THIS ____ DAY OF JUNE, 2015 

 
 

      
Ian McKay  

Counsel for the Respondent 
 
 
 

______________________________ 
Heather Ferg 

Counsel for the Respondent
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